
‘Notes on Meeting of Warrenologists - Sunday 3 October 1965 

Present Led . 
Maggie Ficla(®—— jn pet oy of pen ee 
isabel Davis 

Vince Salandria and wife 

Ed Epstein (c/o Dept of Govt Cornell University Ithaca xy) 
Joe Lobenthal 

Stamm 

eo Sauvage 

Bill Crehan 

Sit 
~Shows: : 

. (No Shows: Jones Harris, Fred Cook, Norma Aitchison) 

One subject of discussion was Mrs. Field's album on Oswald-with-Rifle, 

showing (a) ring present on one photo, absent on the other (b} striking fullness 
of hair, more like Minsk photos than thin-haired IHO of about six months later 
(c} In GE 133~B the left arm has appearance and position which has been said to 

Mrs. Frield to be "anatomically impossible." 

Later in the day the airmail special delivery package arrived from 

California, containing a series of photostate in which Mrs Field has attempted 

to demolish the Wo's conclusions, seriatum, by excapts from the H&k, so as to 

show the average person (non—student of the case) at a glance the fraudulence 

of the WO's assertions and findings. Several of those present wished to purchase 

copies. 

Vince Salandria read a long portion of his first draft of an article on 

the Zapruder film and frames, in which he attempts to demoustrate that Gov C was 

hit in frame 292, thus decisively demonstrabing that there were at least two 

assassins. He feels certain that the Governor was shot from the TSBD bet that 

the head shot in frame 313 had to come from srassy knoll. it was suggested that 

he modify his comments on the drawing of the Governor postulating a trajectory | 

with the right wrist on the left leg. Considerable discussion of the ny5°trajectory" 

incessantly quoted by Specter. Salandria believes Specter used this figure trying 

to explain the wrist wornd but the Parkland doctors spoiled his game by insisting 

On flattening the trajectory (ie see OH Shaw and Gregory exnLOIt, in which Shaw 

raised the position of the exit wound at right nipple, changing trajectory from 

about LS to about 25°), It was also suggested to Salandria that he add, re 
stretcher bullet, that when examined it bore no trace of blood or tissue.



SM had brief discussion with Salandria and spstein re ammunition clip; 
they were ouly mildly interested. Epstein expressed desire to buy copy of 
Shi s ject index; I explained I had no copy but if I decided to Sigi the 
contract, it would be published early 1966. | 

The most interesting, important, and khitherto unknown information came 
from Ed Epstein, .who is doing his doctoral thesis on the Yarren Commission 

“procedures and methods of work. He has had full aecess to every member of the 
Wo amd every one of the counsel, ex xcept for Warren himself. There follows an 
attempt to reconstruct, so far as possible and as accurately as possible (but 
allowance ust be made here for error of recollection) some of the intensely 
ier nificant material exposed by Epstein. 

ca Ll. All the work was done by counsel; the members of the Commission (except 
for warren) spent very little time on the investigation and when they were 
present in force it was for background material only (ie testimony of 
Lerina and liarguerite) ‘but not on the facts of the case.  Some'of 
the counsel (or most?) thought Warrei was stupid. However, he was 
“relatively well informed and made many important décisious—~sone so aa 
antithetical to some members of the staff that they threatened to 
resign (ie Coleman and » haps Adams} .. 

2. One of the major differences anong counsel was whether they should 
prepare the witnesses, as in a courtroom proceeding when each adversary 
prepares ‘his witness before actual testimony. . Two factions-—wne for, 
one against, such preparation of witnesses. The problem was preserr ted 
to Narren, who said of course g0 ahead and. prepare them, sd no reason 
why uot. 

. 

3. Ball and others who examined Helen 4 arkham reached the conclusion that 
She Was a@ psychopathic liar and strongly recommended that the We should 
not rely on her or give her any important role, he members of the 
WC, however, instructed Rankin that they wanted to use her, so Redlich 
inherited the job of rewriting Ball's ejected) Graft of Chapter IV 
in accordance with the “C's wishes ie using Markham as major witness).



h. Ball did draft Chapter IV but it was rejected for stylistic aid other 
reasons (he offered to make bis draft available to Epstein). He was 
offended by the rejection of bis draft. Redlich had to rewrite the whole 
Chapter. Specter did Chapter IIT. In spite of this, Ball in his 
beverly Hills debate claimed that he had prepared the autopsy surgeons 

‘before they testified (apparently not true) and that he was the author 

of Chapter TV. foebenthal reminded me that he had had an hour with 

Hedlich some time ago (during the New School course), by dropping in of 

him 'tcold.? Redlich is completely disinclined to give such interviews 

aud Lobenthal does not feel he would have obtained an appointment, had he 

tried, | 

5. Liebeler, a supporter of Goldwater, was very offended and upset about 

some aspect of the investization-~which I do uot recall, though Epstein 

‘specified what it was. Coleman was about ready to resign because he did 

not like Brennan, was very suspicious, and was opposed to the role Brennan 

pleys in the aR. Tn a recent appearance before some group (lawyers? 

politicians?) he did not include bis WC work anong his credentials. 

Someone poinbed out that Specter too’ omitted that from bis credeutials 

in his current political campaign but Salanudria Said, no, he has really 

milked that. 

Wm, 6. As late as September, there was a series of paiiic memoranda-fron < a 
counsel , Saying, alas, it's all over, there is really no evidence against 

Uswald, it's finished, the case has fallen apart. All these panic letters 

went to Willeus, who had .the joo of patching up the hole in the ‘case, which 
en neal + At OCA Ey su mnnecin na - . . cae 

each time he managed to do. 

7. Very importaut is the fact that Epstein has had access not Suly to all 

oe
 internal memoranda of the WC bit to vhotographic material not included in 

the “WR and to the 2 Five-volume YOE_ report. That report rejects the single- 

bullet theory and concludes that Governor Comally was hit was a second 

bullet. I question whether the FST actually rejects thé sinzle-~bullet 
hypothesis because the five-volume report was in December, before the 

formulation of the single-bullet-theory. Also, the discussion elicited 

the fact that the Army ballistics tests (goats etc) are not relevant to 

the single-bullet—theory, which cane later than the tests: and that the 2 3 

NG could have bwt did not request a second series of tests. to demonstrate 

the feasibility of tre single-missile-theory. In the Army tests, a bullet



was finally produced which somewhat resembmled the stretcher bullet, and 

the WO leaned heavily on that. The WR claims there were seven shots; but 

Epstein says there were far more tries than that before they could 

produce a bullet resembling the stretcher bullet. 

5. Epstein is also very suspicious of the Tippit bullets. Originally only 

one bullet was prodvced for the FBI, a bullet which was found to be almost 

identifiable with the revolver alleged to belong to Oswald. Month after 

month all official sources and documents said Tippit was shot three times 

(not four times, as in the official mythology}. Burt Griffin, described 

by Epstein as tough, brilliant, independent lawyer, made a flash raid 

on the Dallas police files, and recovered three more Tippit bullets. 

Epstein suspects that the first bullet was planted to incriminate Oswald 

and that when the three real Tippit bullets were suddenly recovered by 

Griffin's bold raid, the story had to be chaaged and Tippit was from then 

on shot four times, because they had mm four bullets. We checked the 

testimony on the number of shells recovered at the Tippit scene on 11/22—- 

four, apparently, to Epstein's and my disappointment-~two picked up by 

Benavides, one each by the Davis women. But £ pointed to the strange 

radio log entry, of an instruction to shake down the Texas Theater for 

two. shells, which was cancelled after a few minutes-——the instruction 

YT somehow recall originated with Fritz but I can't remember why I recall 

it that way and have not stopped to check the records. 

9- We had a fairly long discussion on the lineups, on licWatters testimony 

among others. irs Field pointed out something very important which had 

escaped me--that is, that the participants in the lineup were all asked 

their names and where they worked. _ iherefore, no one could possibly have 

failed to identify Oswald, even if the overlooked his protests charges of a 3 ‘4 A P 3 ; . TO 

franceup, and facial injuries, . Sauvage has read the book on lineups and 

identifications by Patrick Wall ("Eyewitness Identification in Criminal Casest) 
cen 

“ .. ~ 3 - - i - ca ; - * cy, reviewed in NYU Law Review issue that contains symposium on Warren Report—~ 

feels the Wall book constitutes a terrific rebuff to Warren and the 

Satisfaction" with the fairness of the lineups in the WR.



10. The Supreme court justices were unhappy about Warren taking the 
chairmanship of the Commission; one of them strongly urged him to 

consider the implicatious--if Ruby's conviction came to the Court, 

Warren disqualifying himself, and there wes a lil split--it might 

cost a man's life. ‘arren is said to have replied to that justice, 

"Noue of your business." 

li. None of the counsel believed “iarina Oswald, bit Warren and most of 

the other Commission members did, and of course they prevailed. 

l2. The Commission is furious with Gerald ford for his book 

"Portrait of the Assassin" (original title was "Portrait of an Assassin't} 

because at the end they had a meeting and a gentleman's agreement not 

to break ranks after the report came out, to maintain a unified position, 

etc. Ford sat there, having already signed a contract for the book, 

nevertheless agreeing to the arrangement. How they are absolutely 

furious with him. Aliso, Epstein said that Ford's book as submitted 

to the publishers did not include the present Chapter 1. The publishers 

were not willins to publish his manuscript as it was, saying it was 

all material in the public domain, to which they could have assigned one 

of their own hacks. They insisted on something hitherto unknow and 

sensational--Ford, rather than lose the contract (820,000 222), dug into 

nis files and minutes and whipped up Chapter i, with the Hudkins affair. 

ke Kudkius, Epstein says that Leon Jawarski (?} personal assistant or =o 

ounsel to tne President, was sent to interview tHudkins and MeCormick (? 3 
Cc 

of the Lallas Liorning Hews, who were the sources of the Oswald/FBI recruit 

story; also tnat Secret Service imberviewed Fudidns. i recalled to Bpostein a 

—_ a, _—, acl 4 * * ~n. > a = that ford did not seem to know that, judging from his letter to me. 

13. Epstein rather liked Ford, thought he was intelligent and well- 

informed. The original draft of the W's conclusion was "there was no 

couspiracy" but Ford iusisted that that be changed to "there was no 

evideuce of a conspiracy" ie leaving open thedg door to a possible later 

revelation that there Was a (communist) conspiracy. Such investigation 

as was undertaken of the existence of a conspiracy was directed solely 

to a communist conspiracy--for example, Jack auby's money was checked 

against serial sumbers of imown "communist" money.



(Here I will interpolate that Maggie Field told me the 

preceding night that she was sworn to absolute secrecy, 

but could tell me, from information which she is obliged 

to keep absolutely secret by her Heverly Hills associate 

E-U-, that we were on the right track (ie there was a 

definite conspiracy)and not to get discouraged.) 

lh. Mrs Field believes that she heard Epstein say that he saw FBI 

vouchers to Oswald among the papers to which he had access-—-I am certain 

that she is miskaken, but this should be checked with Epstein just the 

same. 
(memo to self—-lirs Salandria's name is Tabby) 

15. Epstein has seen the MS of Mark Lane's book (Penguin, Loncon??) 

which he thinks is very poor--full of inaccuracies, devoting long long 

section to Ruby's friendships with policemen, which is not under dispute 

(though understated in the WR). r aldo was the reporter who 

brought Lane into contact with the mau who was the source of the story 
wrens a penenanntrtemantanin tinier eae on, 

of the Tippit-velssmau-Ruby meeting; Lane maintains that story in his 
eerie i 

book. The mau does not want his name involved because it would expose 

the fact thathe was having an affair with a Ruby stripper (my comment 

--dho wasn't??). All those present groaned, fesling sure thet an 

juaccurate poorly-founded book by Lane is going to be used to discredit 

all of us, indiscriminately. 

Because of Lane's public claims that shots came fpom the overpass, the 

WC assigned Ball and anothers counsel to interview the li: witnesses 

ou the overpass and establish that ho shots came from there. This they 

did, with blinkers (blinders?) on, ignoring the fact that 11 of the 14 

said that the shots had come from the srassy knoll. This is au example 

of conclusions preceding investigation, add investigation limited strictly 

to substantiating the preconceived conclusion, typical of the whole f 

investigation. 



l7. Epstein said that the FBI tapes of Mark Lane's lectures would fill 

half my living room (21 x ly"). He saw the Richard Hughes picture; 

does seem to show a man in Wiudow, who could be Oswald, if that was what 

one was told to look for; could be merely cartons, too. Does not know 

anything, did uot see auything, re Ralph Simpsou films. 

18. Sauvage made point that the WC in its auxiety to refute taneman 

Buchanan (and/or Lane) on various points only succeeded in making its 

version of events even more vulnerable-~as for example the anxiety to 

prove that the description of the assassin did not originate with Truly 

-~pushing up the time of his report that Oswald was missing by half an 

hour--and attributing the 12.45 description "most probably to Erennai. 

This introcrced a much more serious problem--the failure of the police 
—_, 

to go immediately to the 6th floor window and search for the mim sniper 
Poon eee . 

or tor traces of him. 

This discussion got us ito a tremeadous fracas, Sauvage and T a <> 

1. 
versus. fpsteiu and Stamm, the latter saying tiat it was perfectly 

understandable in the chaos add confusion that the police, even though 

having numerous reports that the shots came from that window, did not 

seal the building promptly nor go there immediately—~they “waited for 

instructions" ete etc, the most appalling nonsense. Sauvage and I would 

not budge. Epstein departed (perhaps because of this fracas, perhaps 

“0G, ashe had already said some time before that he had to leave), Stamm 

then reversed himself and reversed fimself again, ingulging in absurd 

arguments and making insulting statements to Sauvage and to me. Sauvage 

dealt with him politely but firmly, and devastated lis whole position. 

If that was not enough, Stamm then got onto his eternal hobby horse-—the 

political context of the assassination, deprecating our collective and 

individual preoccupation with the evidence (guns, bullets, all that nonsense) 

~-Hhat we needed to was economic study of the state of TexasJLIILILLitl 

i toid Stamm he was crazy. . 

I think he is, at times, and ou this subject, just about paranoid. 

Rarlier Maggie and I had disagreed about the CE 705 radio log entry 

placing citizen report of Tippit shooting at 1;10 pm. I belisve this is 

typoeraphical error for 1.19 pm based on line by line comparison with 

CH 1974 radio log, and because preceding entries are 1.15 pm etc. 

Still, it warrants further examination. So much is faked in that log.



Additional Exstein items 

after almost every one of his startling disclosures, I asked Epstein if 

he intended to include the particular matter in his book and he kept saying 

that he did. Before he left, however, he said that his book was not yet written 

~-that he had only a rough draft (his doctoral thesis adviser is Professor 

Hatcher (Andrew?) who has been giving him full help and encouragement). We all 
wondered afterwards if these sensational exposes of what whent on behind-the-scenes 

would actually find their way into print. 

I forgot to menbion the following very important items above: 

. (1) Wo tried desperately to set Kellerman to say thet he turned in the 

car in such a way as to crack the windshield, because the crack (made by 

bullet) was embarrassigg and difficult for them to handle. But Xellerman 

could not help them out. 

(2} Epstein says (vs what I understood hin to say on the telephone} that 

there is no record, no transcript, of the off-the-records in testimony. 

(3} Pierce Allman seems to be the SS agent who stopped Oswald {on the 

first floob, not outside the TSBD) to ask for the telephone booth. His 

encounter matches the story Oswald is said to have told during the interrogations. 

This would place him still in the TSBD when he is suppesed to be walking to the 

bus...Epstein doubts IHO ever was on bus, seems to find Graig's. white station wagon 

story quite plausible, McWatters' testimony not at all decisive, Vrs Bledsoe is 

atty, thinks she made her idenification purely on basis recognition of LHOs shirt, 

but did not see him on bus. 

(4) There was some discussion which I did not really hear about Devohrenschildt 

and maybe [iichael Paine being CTA agents...Haiti nerfect jomp-off for Cuban 

invasion... | 

(5) The Commission {and/or FBI and/or CIA) for a while entertained but ultimately 

rejected the "Manchurian Candidate Theory"--ie, that Oswald was brainwashed in the 

USSR by technique of hypnosis and drugs which caused his hair-loss, and that Marina 

regularly reinforced the brainwashing and remote control via drugs (she was trained 

pharmacist). Again, clear that the Commission in contemplating the possibility of 

conspiracy limited the source and nature exclusively to a Communist plot. 

(oues)


